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pring is on its
way! It’s 17° outside as I write
this, and the children
are playing in the
garden without their
coats! Crocuses are in
bloom, and the daffodils and tulips will
be soon. Don’t you just love Toulouse!
And to top it all off, the Time Out in
The South team have put together another excellent magazine for us to enjoy.
In TOTS news, we’ve had a few
setbacks over the winter, with the
foyer rural still not available, and our
regular musical bumps venue becoming unavailable too. Fortunately for
us, we have some very generous members who are stepping up and opening
their homes to us on Tuesdays and
Thursdays, and the EPI is allowing us
to continue meeting there on Fridays.
Our new kids’ club teacher Samantha
has left us, but the wonderful Leslie
Jayne Desmeulles has replaced her

Last year’s Spring Fa

ir

and is doing an excellent job leading
the 3 to 6 year olds. We’ve had some
good news from Tracy our treasurer
too, thanks to careful budgeting and a
successful Christmas toy sale our
budget is no longer in deficit, and
we’re on track for the end of the year.
Our big event over Springtime,
just in case you haven’t heard, will be
the annual Spring Fair. This year it
will be held on Saturday April 5th, as
always, in the Salle des Trépadé in Fonsorbes. The Spring Fair is a fantastic
event, and loads of fun for both helpers
and visitors alike. This year’s Spring Fair
coincides with the Fonsorbes Carnaval,
so be sure to bring the children in
fancy dress! We are particularly fortunate this year to have some very
enthusiastic and resourceful members
of Tots helping out with preparation
and organisation, so the fair promises
to be bigger and better than before!
We’ve made a few changes this year,
adding live performances and a

tombola and raffle to the stalls we run.
As you know, all proceeds from Tots and
Co’s work is donated to Association
Dominique. This includes the stall
holder’s fees, and profits made from the
café, the 2nd hand book stall, kids
corner and the British goods stall. The
Spring Fair will be held just 2 weeks
before Easter, so be sure to come along
to stock up on chocolate and Easter
eggs! If there’s anything else from home
you’d like to see us sell, please contact
our vice-secretary Gemma, as soon as
possible. She is running the British goods
stall this year.
We do need your help. We need
people to help prepare and run the stalls
on the day, and to distribute flyers over
the fortnight preceding the fair. If there’s
anything you can do, if you can spare us
an hour or two of your time, it’s for a
very good cause, and it’s great fun!
If you can’t donate your time, we
need books for the bookstall and food
for the café. Cakes, scones, quiche’s,
cupcakes... the more “British” the better!
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This magazine was produced by Laura
Fox, Naomi Rivière and Shazia Bhatti
Design and layout: Charlotte Gibson
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Welcome New Members!

LIA
daniela & JU

Robyn Ellis • Ceclie Eysseric
Kelly Jackson • Aurelie Labouret
Karma Morgan • Amy Quinn
Ashun Sierra • Daniela Stronati
Emma Evans • Sharon Flood
Ciara McClinton-Staines
Carol Alexander-Reid

Births
Joanne Nixon had a baby girl on February 14th

She was
a Tots member for two years and was Little Reader Coordinator
last year. Sadly they had to move back to UK last September.

Moving
robyn
& harrison

We'll be moving to Nancy on Feb 18th. My husband has finished
his PhD and has started a new job as a Research Engineer at
INRIA, working on 3D printers. I haven't found a playgroup yet,
and I'm not sure any exist that can match Tots & Co, but there is
an American library that has singing with babies and stories for
3-9 year olds so Sophie, Antoine and I plan to start our expat
adventures there. Keep in touch! adele.claux@gmail.com

Laura Fox
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Goodbye Laura

We are moving to Cincinnati, Ohio, USA end of March where we
will stay until fall 2015 when we will return to Toulouse for one
year. After that, we will move back to the states to Indianapolis,
Indiana where we will settle for a bit longer. My husband got a
promotion with General Electric. He will be trained an expert on
the new engine for the A320neo. I will be looking for a preschool
for Chloe, since she will not be American school age yet, and
trying our best to keep up with all of our French. Please keep in
touch at ljfled@yahoo.com or facebook and let me know if you
want to visit. Cincinnati isn’t near the beach nor does it have
Disneyworld, but it is a fun city with lots for families to do, daily
direct flight from Paris and a free place to stay! ;)
com
ljfled@yahoo.

By Jackie Alcock

Sadly it's time to say 'A Bientot', to Laura Fox. Laura, Adam and Chloe will be
leaving Tournefeuille at the end of March to move to Cincinnati, Ohio with GE.
However (yay!) they will be back for another year in Autumn 2015. They have been here
almost 3 years, and Laura has given so much to Tots and co life, as both the Tournefeuille
local group leader and being on the Tots Newsletter team. Tots has meant a lot to Laura
and Chloe, it's been a real life saver! At first, it was a great escape for them from the
house, having to speak French and Chloe loved the singing group. Then it was a place
where she could find familiar faces, ideas for family activities, people to go out with, a
way to get involved, and a place where she met some great friends!
Before she goes I thought I'd share with you 10 facts about Laura that you may... or may not know!
1. The first time Laura
had ever been to Europe
was a month before she
moved here on her "look
and see" visit.

Clinical Registered Dietitian
working with intensive
care and renal failure
patients with transplants
or on dialysis.

2. A crazy Australian man
convinced her to move
to Toulouse, as he told
her it was where is it at!
...and he even told her
about Tots!

4. Laura can play the Piano,
Harpsichord and Flute!

3. Before moving to
Toulouse, Laura was a

Adele Claux
Cincinnati

carol & sebastian

5. She used to do
Synchronized swimming,
and was a girls quarterback for co-ed young
professional American flag
football.

6. Laura has edited a
children's book that was
published!
7. Laura met her
husband Adam in an
Anthropology class at the
University of Kentucky.

10. ...and her favourite
place
she'd
visited
before coming to Europe
was Cabo San Lucas,
Mexico. Her dream is to
return there one day and
learn to surf!

8. Before being Mrs Fox,
she was Laura Fledderjohann (great name!)
9. She loves to cook, but
hates following recipes!

Thank you so much Laura, we're going to miss you! We wish you, Adam and Chloe the very best
for settling into your new life in Cincinnati, and we look forward to having you back next
year...and hope it's for longer than just a year!!!

Goodbye adele

By
Beckie
Coles

This month we are saying goodbye to Adele Claux who is moving to Nancy as
her husband has a new job there. Adele became a member of Tots in 2010, and
has always taken a very active role in the association – she has been joint
Toulouse local leader, vice secretary and night out coordinator – a long
list for a mum of two with a full-time job! We will miss Sophie at Kids Club and
Antoine at musical bumps, and of course Adele – we have cried laughing with
you at the Night away, got competitive at your infamous games evenings and
enjoyed your company during many a coffee morning or meet. We all wish you
good luck with your move to Nancy and do come and visit us soon!
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Celia Green
What brings you to
Toulouse?

Nina Bausek

cares what other people
think and people don't
seem to judge others. I
appreciate that alot.

My husband Chris's job
with Airbus - he works on
the wing of the A350.

What do you
miss about
“home”?

How long have
you been here
and for how
long will you
stay?

What brings you
to Toulouse?

What are your
favourite things
about France?

My partner is from
Ariege and lives in Toulouse, and after the birth of
our daughter June we
thought it might be time we'd
try out living together...

How long have you
been here and for how
long will you stay?
I arrived at the end of October
2013 and will probably stay
here for good.

Tell us
family

about

your

It consists of my partner Laurence (yes, he's a boy with a
girl's
name),
our
little
sunshine June, who is 6
months now, myself, and it
does kind of also include my
horse Any who is about to join
us in France.
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The weather (after a few
years in Sheffield), the
cakes and the mountains.

What did you do
before motherhood?
I am Geneticist and worked
as a postdoc at the University of Sheffield, doing
research on flies with
leukaemia.

What do you do in
your free time?
Horse riding, rock climbing,
and a bit of running.

What do you
about “home”?

miss

Austrian coffee and (even
better) cakes, and all my
friends and family!

What noticeable differences do you find
between France and
your home country?
Compared to the UK, I’m
loving the French health
system, but I'm missing the
polite calmness of the British.
Compared to Austria, everywhere seems loud and
hectic (I do have two homes,
Austria and the UK).

We've been here just over
one year, we arrived in
December 2012, and we think
we'll stay another two years.
We are hoping to be able to
go to Hamburg next as we
lived in Bremen in Germany
before coming to Toulouse
and we loved it.

Tell us about your
family
I am married to Chris and we
have one son, Ted who is 2
years old. All of my close
family live in West Yorkshire
in the UK but many of Chris's
family live here in France,
they are British but for different reasons decided to move
to the same commune in deepest darkest Burgundy!

What did you do
before motherhood?
I was a teacher for 3 years, I
used to teach Japanese and
French at a boarding school
in Stroud in Gloucestershire.
For a long time I worked for a
Japan specialist travel company in Bristol and managed
the group tours and used to
spend a lot of time travelling
in Japan when I was Tour
Leading. It was a fun job.

What do you do in
your free time?
I don't get much free time to
myself these days as I have
Ted at home with me, but
when I have a moment to
myself I like to cook and I love
to read. I recently started up
a Book Club which has been
fun. Me and Chris are totally
addicted to Neighbours so
we catch up on that in the
evenings! I also seem to
spend alot of time staying in
touch with my family and
friends as I don't want them
to forget about us. We have
lots of visitors and I like to
make a big effort to invite our
families and our friends here
to stay.

What are your
favourite things
about France?
The warmer weather of
course, and I like that people
are actually pretty relaxed in
Toulouse. There's a certain
feeling of 'uptightness' in the
UK but in France no one

Aside from my family
and friends, I don't miss
too
many
material
things, except perhaps
Sainsbury's and I wish I
could get Yorkshire Gold
teabags here. I also really
miss small-talk, small-talk is
just not a thing here. French
women think I am crazy if I
try to strike up conversation
about
the
weather/our
children/etc etc. I'm from
Yorkshire and if you don't
enter into a bit of chitchat
there then it's just considered
rude! People seem to exist in
their own bubble here in
Toulouse.

What noticeable
differences do you
find between France
and your home
country?
France has a deeply traditional and regimented culture,
many things here are more
controlled and there are more
rules and guidelines about
how to live whereas British
culture has the ability to soak
up new ideas and influences
more readily making life in
the UK alot more dynamic in
my opinion. There are pluses
and minuses to both I hasten
to add!
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Carol Alexander-Reid
What brings you to
Toulouse?

What are your
favourite things
about France?

My husband works for
Airbus - a common
reason for coming to
Toulouse I think! We
were both working in
Bristol and when an
opportunity arose to
come
here
we
jumped at the chance
for a new experience, a
different lifestyle and the
opportunity to start a family.

How long have you
been here and for how
long will you stay?
We arrived at the beginning
of December 2012 after a
short stint in Bremen. My husband has a french contract so
theoretically we could stay
indefinitely
but
at
the
moment we think it will be
around 3 years.

Tell us about your
family
I'm married to Sion (welsh way
of spelling Sean) and have an 8
week old son, Sebastian. We're
from Cardiff and my husband is
a hugely patriotic welsh rugby
fan. I speak Welsh but that's not
so useful in France!

What did you do
before motherhood?
In the UK I was Chief Executive of a charity called Bristol
Debt Advice Centre which
8 • SPRING 2014

The multitude of good
restaurants (especially
those serving a good
magret!), the pretty
hilltop villages and the
proximity to both the
mountains and the
beaches.

What do you miss
about “home”

specialises in providing civil
legal aid for people with
financial problems. I worked
there for 5 years and before
that worked for an addiction
recovery charity.

What do you do in
your free time?
Before Sebastian came along, I
was doing a couple of days
volunteering for my previous
charity, writing funding applications and tenders. After working in a stressful job, the
opportunity to take a breather
and get to know Toulouse (and
its cafe's) has been really
enjoyable,
together
with
making new friends. We've
had loads of visitors from the
UK so have been exploring
South West France with them
and last winter I learned to ski
really badly!

Family and friends, local
pubs and a good pint of ale.
My french language skills
are also pretty poor so I
sometimes miss being able
to tune into the general
chatter when out and
about.... I also really miss
Boots and Sainsburys!

What noticeable differences do you find
between France and
your home country?
Lack of waiting times in the
french health system... but
huge amounts of paperwork! Thriving small shops
and cafe's in central Toulouse and the better weather
here ... although it has been
a little too rainy recently.
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Oscar Rivière
How old are you?
Brother answers so Oscar frowning says "Er...3?
Um, I dunno mummy".
Tell us about one person in your family
Mummy. (Mummy asks what he can tell us about
mummy and he replies: "...nothing about
mummy")!
What makes you happy?
Um...my crown ( a bright yellow crown he made
at school).
What food do you like eating?
Cauliflower, broccoli and pasta, ketchup and
sausages, "viande" and chocolate yoghurt.
What book do you like reading?
All the books.
Can you sing us a song?
"Meunier, tu dors"....(French song) Mummy asks
him if he can sing a song in English. He can't think
of an English song! With a little help he thinks of
"Twinkle twinkle little star" which he loves.
When you are not at school what do you do?
Um, I stay at home. I play and read.
Where was your last holiday?
I went to Marsaguet (French grandparents' house)
and to Granny Sally's (in the UK).
Do you have a favourite place or friend?
No because no-one is my friend. Sometimes
****** (a boy at school) hurts children and I
don't like that so no-one is my friend.
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Elise Lebeau
How old are you?
5 years old.
Tell us about one person in your family
My mummy, she's very nice & I love her so much.

T
MEET HE
DOWNTRODDEN

Name: Adam • Age: 32 • Occupation: Airbus Whipping Boy
(Field Service Engineer) • Children: Yes, Chloe age 4 • Favorite
things about France: Cuisine and length of lunch breaks. • Least
favorite things about France: Why is nothing open when I want
it to be open? and Prefecture, grr! • Ambition in life: Retire at the
beach with my wife. • Favorite thing to say to partner: Let’s go
on vacation! • Favorite things to hear from partner: I’ve
booked our vacation! • Hopes for retirement: Yes • Biggest
regret: Not going skydiving before having a kid. • Glass half full
or half empty: Glass is too big! • Favorite position: Snuggling
on the couch with my family. • Dream activity: Driving a Ferrari
• Secret Crush: Supermarine Spitfire

SPRING CRAFT
IL

DAFFOD

By Tara Knight

UMBRELLA
CARD

PRINTED
WRAPPING
PAPER

What makes you happy?
When I get invited to play at a friend's house.
What food do you love eating?
Pasta, chips, pizza and chicken nuggets.
What book do you like reading?
Books about unicorns.
Can you sing us a song?
Yes, and I can dance too! I love the Happy song in
'Despicable Me 2'. I love to sing and dance to that
song. Mummy puts it on the computer and
makes it really loud.
When you are not at school what do you do?
When my auntie was here from Canada, I got to
stay home from school to play with her. We made
necklaces, coloured, played school and watched
'Brave'.
Where was your last holiday?
I just came back from skiing with my auntie from
Canada, my mummy and my Papa (in Andorra). I
went to ski school and made lots of Spanish
friends. I can speak Spanish now 'Olà!' I can ski
better than my auntie. I love skiing with my Papa
because we go fast.
Do you have a favourite place or friend?
My favourite friend is Martha. I love going to her
house & once she came for a sleep over at my
house with Joe and Nell. We had a sweet party. We
got to eat sweets in bed and watch 'Rio'.

MATERIALS: egg box • coloured
card • yellow paint • scissors •
glue
- Using your coloured card
cut out a stalk, leaves and a
six pointed star, to form the
flower petals. Stick them onto
a coloured background with
the glue
- Cut out one egg cup from
your egg box and paint it with
the yellow paint
- Once the paint is dry, stick
the egg cup into the centre of
the flower

MATERIALS: cupcake cases,
straws • tape, card • blue
paper • glue • scissors
- Fold your cupcake cases in
half and cut a small hole in
the centre of the fold
- Bend your straws, push them
through the middle of the
cupcake cases and trim off
the ends
- Tape the straw in place
inside the cupcake case, then
tape each umbrella onto your
card
- Cut raindrops out of your
blue paper and glue them
onto the card

MATERIALS: cardboard • thin
coloured paper • paint • tape
• scissors
- Cut out a square of cardboard, squeeze it together to
form it into a petal shape and
tape together
- Dip one end of your cardboard into the paint and
stamp it onto your paper to
print a petal. Stamp it again
and again until you have a
complete flower shape
- Dip your finger tip into
yellow paint and dab it into
the centre of the flower
- Repeat these steps to print
more flowers and once the
paper is dry, wrap your gift!
SPRING 2014 • 11
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...they said what?!
félix viennot, age 3
(Upon removing his wee-filled nappy
in the morning and getting dressed)
"But it’s cold in my pants!".

oscar rivière, Age 3
"Daddy, I chose this book at school (a book
on space) because I wanted to show you
that the sun is going to explode one day.
Look...here is a picture of the sun exploding" (holds up a drawing of the sun which
is indeed a blazing ball of fire).

Arthur rivière, age 5
"Mummy when you're dead can I have your
bracelet? I need your ring too. I'm getting
married and I need to give Lison
(his choice of future wife) a ring".

Chloe Fox, Age 4
“I want to see the new Tinkerbell Pirate movie!”
“It looks a little scary, do you think?”
“That's okay!!! I like scary! ...well that kind of scary, not like
mommy and daddy movie scary like Downton Abbey. Now
that's scary!!! I won't ever ever watch that!”

MOLLY VIENNOT, Age 7
Doing her reading comprehension homework:
"What does the Puss in Boots think when the
princess finally marries the Marquis?"
"He thinks "gross!" because they have to kiss,
and that is so disgusting."
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NAOMI SAYS

travel

vagina

f
by Naomi Wol

I bought it to review for
"Time out in the South" in
a moment of provocation
but honestly ? I have
never been so bored.
With every fourth word
being "Vagina" there was
really nothing to report.

s
nichola
nickleby

Exhausting...it employed a strange use
of prose and personal pronouns. I didn't
know who the author was talking about
most of the time and thought I was
going mad. Everyone was HE! I didn't
care enough about what happened to
any of the characters once I did find out
who they were but on the other hand I
found the violence aimed at one at the
start of the book too tangible, too dark.
wolf hall Perhaps I should avoid anything with
by Hilary Mantel
the word "wolf" in the title.

ens
by Charles Dick

Four pals

every gal
should have

"Friends are the family we choose for ourselves," writer Edna Buchanan once
said. During the most challenging moments of my life, I find my friends are
particularly important to help me cope and get me back to my true self. I have
described my "family" of of gal pals I count on for completely different things. If
you have all or even one of these types of friends, consider yourself lucky!

How can I put Dickens on my list ? It is surely sinful to do so. I enjoyed reading this,
a real story like those we read as children but I felt I would never ever finish it it was
so long. Somehow the length and small print made me feel as if I was experiencing
Ground Hog day even though I love a good villain and I love the values that Dickens
championed. It is on my shelf. I need to forget the story before trying again though
I am sorely tempted to find a TV version and cheat.
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SHAZIA SAYS
beyond black

by Hilary Mantel

I know she’s a prize winning author – the woman
who won the Booker Prize for two novels and made
history thus doing is surely not to be missed – but I
really struggled with this book, and finally, I gave
up. Too dark, too miserable, too mean...just not
something I felt like reading after a hard day at
work (ahem) at Airbus Filton. The novel made the
journey with us to Toulouse but I don’t think I’ll
ever be picking it up again. Not willingly, anyway...

L’ETERNEL
MARI
by Fyodor
Dostoyevsky

Look at me, reading Dostoyevsky, I said to myself.
Oh, it’s really not too bad. It’s quite readable, in
fact. It was also quite longwinded to be fair, and
when I saw a hardback geology book in Lidl selling
for next to nothing, packed with pictures, tables
and interesting nuggets of information...well, I
bought that and it became my bedtime reading for
a while. Somehow, I didn’t get round to picking
Dostoyevsky up again. One day, hopefully...

26
WINTER 2014
2013
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la peste

by Albert Camus

I’m currently struggling with this
one. If I’m honest, I’d like something
a little more uplifting to read at
bedtime, really. It’s a bit dark and
thus far, it’s taking the residents an
awful long time to work out it’s the
plague that’s afoot, even after
several rather blatant manifestations
of dead rats. Still, it was written
before the Internet Age, I suppose.
People couldn’t just
go on google and
type in, ‘dead rats,
man falls ill and dies’
and go whoa! It’s
bubonic
plague!
Yikes! So I’d better
keep going with it,
sigh...

By Laura Fox
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unlikel
friend y

The
Loyalist

Risk
Taker

Dancing
Diva

Unlikely
Friend

The woman I can relate to
in the most aspects of my
life. I count on her to “tell
it like it is”, but is also the
one whose shoulder I cry
on without the “look at the
bright side” comments. We
share
many
life
experiences and know
each
other’s
darkest
secrets and embarrassing
quirks. She is extremely
reliable and always honest.
We often don’t agree on
things, but we can discuss
it without hurt feelings.
We make time for each
other, check up on each
other and go out of our
way to support one another.
If we don’t talk for days,
weeks, months or longer,
we always pick up like no
time has ever been lost.

This lady is adventurous,
open minded, always
stepping out of the box. I
have known her since we
were pre-teens.
She
reminds me of our past,
how far we’ve come, opens
my eyes to the fact that I
am only a speck in this
enormous universe, and
still role models that every
little thing can still make a
difference. Her voice may
be strong and beliefs solid,
but give her an experience
that will change her mind
and she will rise to the
challenge. Fearless and
encouraging,
she
is
constantly reminding me
life is an adventure. Taking
a leap of faith or choosing
the path less traveled often
leads to great things.

The fun friend who I call
when I need a light hearted
reminder that life is not
only made up of day to day
monotony,
parenting,
chores, work, etc. She
helps me live it up by being
spontaneous, fun and
makes me feel that I am
and always will be 21!
Whether it’s a gossiping
over dinner, night out
dancing till wee hours of
the morning, road trip with
hours of singing along to
our favorite songs or trying
out the latest workout
class, it leaves me feeling
revived. She is not always
the most reliable and often
selfish, but she is always
up for fun and reminds me
that everyone needs a little
time to let loose.

"Each friend represents a
world in us, a world
possibly not born until
they arrive," Anaïs Nin
wrote.
This pal often
changes as I flip through
chapters of my life. She
does not tend to be a
person close to my age
(either significantly older
or quite a bit younger),
often different race or
religion, and with completely
different
life
experiences that I struggle
to understand or relate to,
but each of these ladies
have
had
a
certain
calmness to her chaos.
This is also the friend I
can’t wait to meet in the
future for when I meet her,
my life will never be the
same.
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THE
DEBATE
LJ Desmeulles

creche
vs
nounou
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For my first two children I have gone down
the route of nounou, partly because crèche
places are extremely hard to come by where I
used to live. So unless you had the child on the
list from the day you knew you were pregnant,
it was almost impossible to find a place, I'm
not joking either!!
Therefore, I have gone down the nounou
route. I have had a mixed experience, the first
was okay, efficient but not very forthcoming
with what was happening during my child's
day, I even had to call her Madame, I changed
as soon as I could. The second, a man was
very good for an active toddler, they went to
the park, the boulangerie, played football and
generally had fun. They also watched TV, or
at least it was on every time I turned up, he
also babysat on afew occasions and collected
my elder child from school if he was unwell or
I was delayed. I was sad when he decided to
move, however, we eventually found a real
pearl. Claudine was and still is part of our
family, she had her day organised so the children in her care had constructive play, learned to become independent, ie put on shoes,
coat so as school was easier. She taught them
how to write their name, the letters of the
alphabet etc. She regularly phones for news
of the family and Thomas often sends her a
postcard if we are away. Unfortunately she is
due to retire so my number 3 won't benefit
from her care and experience.
Often we don't have choice when choosing our nounou, however it is important that
you ask questions, how much TV do you allow,
what activities do you plan and do with the
children, do you get together with other nounous, what food do they cook and can you get
a list of what they eat etc. These might seem

obvious but often we forget to ask or just
assume all is okay. If you can, get a recommendation from another family as that is the
best reassurance of all, however we often
have to go with gut instinct.
I intend to go back to work when my 3rd
turns two, I will most likely try and find a
nounou for him. For me, a nounou offers care
in a small group, (they will be in a collective
environment for a long time to come), you
often have more flexibility, they don't close at
6pm for example and often will take your child
even if they are a little under the weather or
have chickenpox.

Adele Claux
To me the question of crèche versus nounou
all comes down to who the nounou is. The
crèche can't beat a great nounou but I doubt
it could ever be as bad as the first nounou we
tried.
When I first found a job in April 2010,
already on the waiting list for the crèche, I
had two weeks to find a nounou. Not knowing
if and when I'd find a job prevented me from
doing this before which was of course a mistake, when spaces won't be freed up again
until September. We hired the one and only
nounou in our neighbourhood that had a
space (and did like upon meeting, to be fair,
despite a very dirty house). One evening she
offered to give Sophie and I a lift home but
did let me know she didn't have the car seat
in her car so I chose to walk home in the rain.
Months later I had confirmation from an eye
witness that she used to put my 2-year old
daughter in the car without a car seat. In
June, one morning I let her know I'd be
coming earlier than normal to fetch Sophie
for an appointment. When I arrived at 4

o'clock, nobody answered the door so I let
myself in. Nounou was fast asleep on the sofa
with another toddler totally oblivious to the
fact that my daughter was awake in the
bedroom and calling for me. Luckily the
appointment in question was to enroll Sophie
in the municipal crèche familiale from “la
rentrée”. Most days I would prepare Sophie's
lunch but if I couldn't, she'd have McDonalds
or KFC spending her days hanging out at Carrefour. My funniest memory of this nounou is
when she proudly announced that Sophie
now likes Coca Cola. “she didn't used to but I
made her try again and now she does”. Luckily, Sophie has forgotten how to like it again.
And during the very last week that she
was our employee I came to pick up Sophie
one afternoon and the nounou had some
friends around, one of whom was smoking a
joint. He quickly ran into the garage but there
was no hiding the smell.
On paper, the all seems very alarming but
Sophie was always happy for us to leave her
in the morning and never in any great hurry to
come home so things were not all bad. This
childminder was nothing if not affectonate
and fun. And rest assured, she is no longer an
assistante maternelle agréée having been
removed from the list.
I don't have any particular comments
about the municipal crèche familiale. But it's
all or nothing so when Sophie was able to
school in Januray 2011, she lost her place in
the crèche. At least that gave us the opportunity to employ one of the best childminder's in
our neighbourhood.
It very quickly became apparent that
having only just turned three Sophie was
really not ready for full-time school and her
teacher and other staff members strongly
advised us to only put her in for mornings and
never on Wednesdays. Again I found myself
calling every nounou on the list needing to
find somebody urgently but this time I got
lucky. I called someone who, although I didn't
know her name, both Sophie and I knew from
out and about. She was only looking after one
little boy – one of Sophie's playmates from the
park, and she was willing and able to pick up
Sophie at school at 11:30 every day. Manou as
the kids call her is the reason why I'd always
choose a good nounou over a crèche any day.
Days which resemble the ideal day at home
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with Mum and siblings (better than I could
probably offer). Apart from the two mornings
a week where they meet in the local gym with
other nounous and children for games and
other group activities, other mornings are
spent in the neighbourhood shops. (Contrary
to hanging out in Carrefour, I think going to
the bakers, post office and butchers is a very
positive experience that is possibly missing
from the monotony of the crèche.) The rest of
the morning would be spent playing in the
park with other nounous and children in
almost all weather but pouring rain (yes,
these are French nounous!!). I've seen them,
they spend hours playing there even on bitter
November mornings.
Then back home for a four course lunch
(she wouldn't get that at home) with plenty of
fruit and vegetables and often meat bought
that morning at the local butchers followed
by a nap for as long as she needed. The rest-

ful afternoons at the child's pace are another
big plus with the nounou. The rest of the day
was free for playing, crafts, adventure, art
and so on and varied depending on the
weather and everyone's mood.
When Sophie started full days at school
again things went much smoother but she's
carried on staying with Manou right up to
Grande Section on Wednesdays, during
some holidays, on strike days and even
towards the end of an illness when she was
still too ill for school but not so ill I had to stay
home from work. This sort of flexibility has
really suited me and it's been a pleasure for
everyone to maintain a special relationship
through the years.
Before writing this article, I already knew
that the close relationship that Sophie had
with her nounou was very important to her. I
only just realise now that this close relationship was also the best thing for me.
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INDIAN HEAD, NECK AND BACK MASSO-RELAXATION
The perfect lunch-hour treatment - you keep your clothes on and no oils are used!
Easy access from Blagnac/Colomiers and Toulouse town centre.Please contact Jennie
Taylor, Naturopath, at jennietaylor@hotmail.fr or on 07 86 39 62 28.
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Naomi Rivière

What do you do
when you are not
being a mum?
I teach English and
translate.

Are you self-employed or do you
work for someone?
I work for someone (the
INP who employ me to
teach at the INSA in
Toulouse, an engineering
school) as a "vacataire"
and I am also self-employed so I can teach
English to private students
and occasionally translate
French documents into
English.

Was this
something you did
in the UK?

Are you a Crafty Sew and So, a Nifty Knitter,

Children’s activities, inspiring ideas and

Hooked on Crochet, a Jewellery Genius, a Creative

‘make your own’ crafts for Wednesdays,

Card Maker, a Gift Goddess, a Cupcake Queen,

weekends and wet weather days!

a Budding Artist, a Snappy Photographer or Potty

Encouraging creativity and imagination

About Clay? We are promoting enterprising mums

through simple and fun projects ...

who are ‘making it in France’ ... JOIN US TODAY!

COME TAKE A LOOK AT OUR NEW PAGE.

Whether you wish to advertise your business, find that perfect handmade gift or be creative with your
children, we have something for everyone!
Contact: Tara Knight on 06.73.61.56.20 or send an email to: contact@mumslove2make.com
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No. I never worked in the
UK. I was supposed to do a
PGCE training course to be
a music / 'cello teacher or
play in an orchestra (I am a
classically trained musician) but twelve years ago
I decided to marry my
French boyfriend and had
to change tack! I needed
to earn money so I did a
TEFL certificate in order to
move to France and teach
English.

Are you fulfilling
a childhood dream
or did you come to
your choice late?

As I said, I wanted
to
be a musician but the
reality is that musicians
lead hard lives despite
their doing what they
enjoy. They work at weekends, at night and they
tour a lot: most of my
friends who are musicians
are not very well paid or
mostly freelance. I personally sought more security
and I wanted a family so I
grew disillusioned with my
dream...

What did you
need to do to
have this job?
(Do you have any
qualifications)?
A TEFL certificate, contacts
and the ability to accept
taking on the most menial
jobs before being allowed
to have the better ones.

What is the best
part of your job?
I LOVE teaching English. I
like
the
challenges
involved in the job...

constantly making sure
your lessons are constructive, and (hardest of all)
interesting to a class of
twenty-four nineteen year
olds! The best part?
Seeing
that
people
enjoyed your class, the
feeling you get when you
know it worked and
teaching those who really
want to learn in order to
improve their careers /
those who want to have a
chance to travel.

Does your job have
a downside?
Giving a bad class and
knowing it. You have to be
open to feedback and criticism and constantly be
ready to question yourself.
Also, you will never earn a
lot of money unless you
can get a "lectrice" position or become a "titulaire"
in France. I was a lectrice
but you can only have the
contract once and it lasts
only two years. It is one to
aim for however as you are
appreciated, you have few
hours on site and are paid
extremely well. It is an
extremely rewarding post.

How does your job
fit into family life?
Perfectly. I teach when I
like... (when the boys are at
school and when they are
in bed).
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By Naomi Rivièr
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mind sometimes but I am beginning to look at sweet
strong Oscar, my gentle three year old giant and I am
beginning finally to understand that my tummy is a
reminder of his journey to life. I see my scars as his
footprints now.
Whilst debating whether or not to write this article, I
came across a project that persuaded me to do so:
www.abeautifulbodyproject.com Part of this project
encapsulates a very pretty mother. Pass her in the street
you would never know of the scars on her belly and I
suddenly thought about how she was beautiful and yet
she has far more stretch marks than I do. I realized that all
these women I see and envy walking around probably
have “battle” scars too ! I thought about how it was my
destiny to have a tummy like this, how genetics are
something that deal you good and bad hands (and a bad
hand in beauty is a better hand than a bad hand in
health). I saw that at the end of the day it really is not that
important that my tummy is
a bit flabby and marked. I
was never one to enjoy
wearing a bikini anyway.
Ironically I think I might now
wear one however as I feel
more confident having had
children in terms of nudity
(are we not all having gone
through the stirrups palava) ?
I feel the desire to provoke a
reaction whilst lying around
the pool in the summer with
my “I've-had-three-childrenbut-you'd-never-guess-it-in-a-million-years” sister in law !
My tummy was Arthur and Oscar's vehicle, it got them
here safely and its dents and scars are proof of our bond.
Baring that flesh will give me a voice. This body managed
to produce a baby of 10Ib without a cesarean. It was
meant to be. That is my story...I will honour it. I will
probably keep my Bridget Jones hold in knickers and my
very very tight Triumph corset because there are days
when I will feel unconfident, days we all have, but I think I
will stop trying to achieve a flat and flawless belly by
endless exercise and sit-ups that actually do not make a
huge difference to some post-baby bodies.
Oscar, now three and a half, loves my tummy. He grew
up lying on it in my arms and even now sometimes he just
wants to touch it and lay his head on it: “I love your
tummy mummy”. Well then I will learn to too. What a
shame my mother could never learn to appreciate hers for
all that it gave her. She forgot what joy it bore. I will try not
to forget the pleasure my own has delivered me and learn
very simply to smile when my sons pummel it with their
little fists when they crawl into bed with us in the morning.
© infinitelight 2014

I

nobody
told me
how it would
really lo
ok...

knew my tummy would look different after having
children, but I did not know just how different until I
gave birth to my second son Oscar in the summer of
2010. I was extremely careful not to put on too much
weight when pregnant with my first child. I have never
had a totally flat tummy but my obsessive fear of having a
'flabby tummy' paid off. A week after giving birth to
Arthur I was back in my jeans albeit with the odd stretch
mark and belly button which suddenly had a hood and
was more of a crater than a hole ! Things were not too bad
though, the damage had I felt been limited due to my
obsessive weight watching. My mother's tummy was
something that haunted her up until the day she died...her
reaction to it was hardly an advert for motherhood. She
never rejoiced in it despite its having been the vehicle for
four births. I grew up understanding that a post baby
tummy was ugly, dimpled, flabby, slightly round,
something to hide in firming underwear and tights.
I did not like her tummy
because she did not like it. It
drove her to despair some
nights when she dressed to go
out: “look at it” she would
lament.
When I was pregnant with
my second son Oscar I acquired angry purple lines which
ran across my belly like a
protest to the impending giant
to whom I was going to give
birth. Oscar was born two
weeks early already weighing
4.6kilos and measuring 55cm. My tummy was enormous
towards the end of my pregnancy and I regularly had to
endure whispers of: “Look ! She's having twins”! I would
not have minded had it been true...
It took me a more normal two months to get back into
my jeans after Oscar and my tummy has never recovered.
It stretched so much to accomodate my huge baby that I
simply have more skin than I did before my second
pregnancy. The angry purple lines have faded but they
now look like flour which has had a line of water trickled
onto it, or burn scars where the skin has puckered like
tractor trails in the snow. Towards my pubic bone are what
look like Stratocumulus clouds. The worst of my belly is
covered when I am wearing pants which is something ! I
have inherited my mum's stretch mark tendency and it
has in the past wreaked havoc on my confidence. My
husband assures me that he loves my belly...that he really
does not care what it looks like. He will say when asked
(typical male) that it is not my tummy that he is most
interested in ! I am beginning to realize that my husband
really does not care that my tummy has changed. I still
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the françois
hollande affair

By Shazia Bhatti

I

n case you ever wondered if Francois Hollande might not
be a weak man if not a weak president, don’t. Photographed entering a private Paris apartment building in a
motorcycle helmet, Hollande stayed the night and had
armfuls of croissants delivered the next morning, apparently
down to his allegedly conducting a secret affair with French
actress Julie Gayet. Having trompe(d) the mother of his four
children, Segolene Royal, he’s up to his old tricks, causing his
current partner and erstwhile First Lady of France, Valerie
Trierweiler to take to her bed – in hospital. Without making
light of this painful issue (infidelity) it has been very interesting to
compare the ‘Anglo-saxon’ press’ reaction to that of France.
Agnes Poirier says it all here, in her excellent article
http://www.theguardian.com/world/2014/jan/12/hollandegayet-british-scandal-french-affair and to be fair, once
you’ve lived in France for a bit, you don’t see it in terms of a
servile press and subjugated women – although there is a
ridiculous level of sexism in French political life. Who didn’t
gawp at the incident where a female MP in France found

herself jeered and whistled at for daring to wear a dress in
Parliament? http://www.thelocal.fr/20120719/mps-tauntdress-wearing-minister-in-assembly. I digress. Anyway,
you see it more in terms of...a French respect for privacy, a
certain formality, a refusal to stoop to the levels of the baying
hounds of the British press.
When Francois Hollande answered questions re the affair
first time, he said to the journalist, ‘I understand why you’re
asking this question.’ This didn’t get translated by BBC News
– what he was saying was that although he could understand
interest in his affair, he didn’t agree with it. It isn’t all about
the French being sex-obsessed, Bordeaux-guzzling,
croissant-crunching adulterers. It’s just that they practise a
different way of life. And they quite like it like that, thanks
very much. But, as foreign correspondents crashed a French
president’s speech in hordes, one of them wittily put,
‘Hollande is talking about croissance (growth) rather than
croissants. The foreign hacks want more on the croissants.’
Don’t we all.

Take our quiz on the Francois Hollande affair
and find out where you stand.
Your husband buys himself a scooter, complete with black-visored
helmet. Do you:
A) Sigh and roll your eyes but
say to yourself, thank God it
wasn’t a BMW. He must be
having a midlife crisis.
B) Promptly get the babysitter in
and arrange a date night with
him, where he must arrive at the
assignation on the scooter, wearing the dark helmet over his
face like the Knight Rider.
C) Scream at him that you know
what he’s doing and you don’t like it.

Your husband has left for work.
You follow in the other car, taking
the kids to school. As you pass the
local boulangerie, you are surprised to see him emerge from its
door, holding a bagful of croissants

and several pain au chocolat. Do you:
A) Wonder what he’s done at
work, since he’s obviously having
to bribe his colleagues over something.
Or maybe he has a meeting?
B) Smile to yourself, knowing
that he’ll be driving back home
and leaving the bagful of
goodies for you to munch for
breakfast, elevenses and your
afternoon cup of tea?
C) Wind down the window and
holler ‘YOU CHEATING BASTARD!’?

Your husband mentions a new
colleague at work. She’s twenty
years younger, called Julie. She’s
very French, and very chic. Do you:
A) Tell him to stop the chin-music
and pass you the cereal, please.
And the kids’ snack boxes need
sorting, so get on the case.

B) Smile indulgently, loving him
for his fatherly concern for a new
young girl in the office?
C) Tell him to pass you the
carving knife so you can
demonstrate what will happen
should he look at this woman or
ever mention her name again?

Your husband turns in his sleep
and murmurs, ‘je t’aime, je t’aime’.
Do you:
A) Switch on the lamp to check
his bedside reading matter. Last time
you saw, it was ‘Anglers Weekly’?
B) Tousle his hair lovingly, smiling
to yourself that he can’t stop thinking
about you, even when asleep?
C) Sit bolt upright, switch the
main light on, eyes like saucers,
hair dishevelled, and let out a
bloodcurdling howl?

Now – check your results:
Mostly As: You have it about right. But don’t you think a date night could be in order?
No need for scooters or croissants.
Mostly Bs: You’re either very lucky or he’s a cheating rat as well as a very good actor. Watch out!
Mostly Cs: Don’t panic. Just beat the truth out of him.
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http://www.lescavesdelamarechale.com/

This restaurant is situated in
an old monastery in the heart
of Toulouse. It can feel a little
touristy, but local’s favorite as
well. Upscale dining, but filled
with people dressed casually.
A three course menu costs 31

euros and features many
regional dishes. A la carte
options are also available.
There is enough variety on the
menu to satisfy everyone
(except maybe vegetarians).
The menu is available in
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La creperie
pm
Opening hours: Tues - Sat 12-2
7pm-11pm
Tues - Thurs 7pm-10pm, Fri & Sat

French and English. Reservations are a must, but can be
made by phone or online on
the website. I highly recommend this restaurant for
everyone to try and will
impress your visitors as well.

35, ru
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e
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http://www.tonnerresdebrest.fr/

This creperie is located near
Tournefeuille centre.
It is
small and casual, reservations recommended. Open
for lunch and dinner most
days of the week. They serve
salads, galettes and crepes.
Menus are available for lunch,
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but not for dinner. There is all
you can eat option for dinner
for 20 euros. I highly recommend finishing one galette
before committing to the all
you can eat, as it is much
more filling than expected.
The salads are served on a

crispy crepe. A number of
ciders and beers are available from north-west France.
The staff is friendly and
speaks English if needed. Le
Siam dessert crepe is my
personal favorite!
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yeti and the bird (continued)
creatures do not find him frightening so he ceases to be so in
their minds. Not only that but he
realizes that bird needs him...it is
very endearing watching Bird
and Yeti's friendship unfold and
seeing the animals transform
from silhouette into colour as the
theme changes.
In this book you can feel the
swirling snow, the moon light,

the cool glade of the forest and
most impressively so many
feelings and expressions housed
in a white blob with only three
dots for features! I can even
make out a furrowed brow...the
last page is full of colour as a
reunion takes place, a great
contrast to the first page in
sepia tones where Yeti feels
lonely and slumps away.

As ever, within the tale “Yeti
and Bird” there is a moral, but
one which is dealt with subtly
and with warmth and humour
through the wonderful illustrations of Nadia Shireen.“Yeti and
the Bird” is a very simply a lovely
story to share with your children.
They will love it!
By Naomi Rivière

Children’s Book Reviews
I decided to ask my son
Cameron, aged 6 about his
favourite books and what he
thinks his new friend Jacob,
aged nearly 2 would like and
what other children his age might like.
When he was younger he loved the
Julia Donaldson books especially 'Charlie Cooks Favourite Book' by Julia
Donaldson. He thinks younger readers
will enjoy the rhyme and the way all the
characters can be found in the living
room on the first page, (I only discovered that this evening and I have read the
book so often, amazing what children
see that we don't!). He likes how each
page is about a different character. He
also thinks their mummy or daddy will
enjoy looking for the picture of the
ges

for a

2+

Gruffalo hiding discreetly on one of the
pages. (In many of the Julia Donaldson
books you will find a Gruffalo hidden
somewhere in the book, maybe as a
Christmas decoration or as a cake etc).
s
for age

For 6 year olds, he then
recommended any book by
Roald Dahl, in particular Charlie
and the Chocolate Factory as it
talks a lot about chocolate and it has
funny characters in it! He also thinks
they will love James and the Giant
Peach as James gets to meet some
funny creatures and gets to go on an
amazing adventure inside a peach.

6+

By LJ Desmeulles

The Toucan Brothers
ges

yeti and the bird
+
3

for a

On the front cover of “Yeti
and the Bird” is what looks like a
furry white 1960s “après ski”
boot. A yeti! It has three tiny black
dots for eyes and mouth and just
beside it looking as surprised as
the yeti is a bright orange bird
with a completely different style
of expressions: Bird is of block
colour cartoon style and Yeti of
fine pencil lines making it look
decidedly hairy and yet a little
ghostly.
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The story begins “Deep in
the forest lived a yeti. He was the
biggest, hairiest, scariest beast
anyone had ever seen”. In
silhouette in the foreground we
can discern several different
sorts of animals hiding from the
yeti as the mass of white slumps
away (and you can feel him
slump disappointedly) with just
one upturned foot like a horse
hoof carrying him off. I love this
image as you can feel the

“When your loo's got the
blues and the shower's
run dry, When the sink's
and y
for the ounger
on
the blink and the
picture
s
soap's in your eye, When
you're wearing the cushions
to cover your ears, To drown out the tap
that's been dripping for years, In Tapton
everyone knows who to call...
The fast-plumbing Toucans, Sammy and
Paul”!
This story is hilarious and the
pictures a colourful detailed humorous
feast! The text is in rhyme like a Julia
Donaldson tale and the illustrations are
like those of “The Bedtime book”. There
is so much to look for in each image but
there is a sense of space and the images
for ag
es

3+

by nadia
shireen
twitching and the whispering of
the animals. In fact this page
would work brilliantly in animation (always the mark of great
children's books illustrations in
my opinion).
Yeti one day encounters a
lost bird who is not in the least bit
frightened of him (a theme
present in many children's stories;
the fear is in the perception)!
Yeti has the “meany's wake-up
call” and realizes that (…cont)

BY tor
freeman

are big enough for every aged child to
enjoy and spot amusing happenings.
The heros and the villain are all animals.
There are so many chaotic scenes on
each page which will have your little
ones chuckling to themselves every time
you turn the page. Baths fly out of
windows, arm chairs sail down
streets...Tapton ressembles Venice as the
plumber they thought would save the
day was not as he seemed!
Absolutely fantastic. As succinct
and as fast as a song but with an effect
on the reader that will last for years!
When it is my turn to choose a book to
read I always choose this one!
By Naomi Rivière
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YOGA IYENGAR
Class in English-French in BRAX (31) • Thursdays from 2:00 to 3:30 PM
BKS Iyengar method is based on strength and power development thanks to the awareness of body
dynamism. Precise alignment and adjustment of postures lead to the connection of all parts of the body
and from the body to the mind.
Iyengar Yoga can be practiced by everyone. The use of self designed props helps the practitioner to
achieve perfection in all the postures without damaging the body. Specific care for women and adapted to
specific needs for every age-group
Contact: Sylvie Teulé, 06 74 39 32 05 for further details.

FAMILY LIVES

HELP! Need to hear a friendly unjudgemental voice?
Are you feeling blue about your children's behaviour?
Did someone say something that made you doubt your ability as a parent?
Is your husband driving you mad?
Do you have a question you do not want to ask anyone you know?
Do you want to hear a friendly voice or read a friendly reply without judgment?
Family lives is for you! Email or telephone one of our volunteers.
http://familylives.org.uk/ for more information.
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the examined life

« It is not a self-help book » said my
sister as she handed me a sepia
toned book with a picture of two
pillows on a bed on the dust jacket.
I had a doubt but she went on to
explain that it was a book about
conservations between a psychoanalyst and his patients and I
decided to give it a go. She was
interested in this sort of thing and I
had always liked her choice of
books. We were both anyway
suspicious of my brother who sent
everyone he could self help books
for some reason that might itself
need anayzing so I did believe her
when she promised that it was not
one.
I have always been sceptical
about psychoanalysts. I think of
Freud and sofas. I can not help
thinking that they probably
analyze every slightest detail so
surely risk forming a very false
picture of who their patient might
be. I was wrong.
The content list told me that
each chapter would be divided into
« bite-sized » snippets of about
each patient totaling an average of
seven pages. This appealed to my
short attention span and the fact
that when reading in bed I tend to
fall asleep after ten minutes. My
eye caught the title : « How praise
can cause a loss of confidence »
which intrigued me since I had
experienced just that notion when
my father told me as a child that I
would never, in his eyes, do
anything wrong. I feared failure
from that moment on. After I
dipped into that chapter I did not
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put the book down. I read it in a
few days and I only read at night.
I admit that I read about the
praise issue first then went back to
the beginning. I learned that if you
always say « WOW » to a child
when they produce a drawing that
they will often draw the same
thing over and over to keep the
praise coming. More worryingly, if
you tell them how clever they are
all the time, when they fail, they
will assume that it is because they
are stupid whereas if you tell them
that they clearly tried hard to
achieve something, when they fail
they will assume it is only because
they did not put in enough effort. It
made sense. I learned that it is
better when faced with yet another
drawing of a house and sky not to
continually say « WOW » in distraction but rather « oh, I like how you
used the blue pen » . I also found
out that it is not always a good idea
to praise children for what they
should anyway be able to do at
their age but for what is unusual. I
was fascinated by these ideas and
have already begun to be more
careful in what I say to my own
children.
As a reader of « The Examined
Life » we sit in on sessions with
pathological liars and learn about
why they lie, we listen to men who
can not admit to their partner or
wife that they are gay, we meet
men who are obsessed with
worrying constantly about what
others think to the extent that
every detail of every movement
they make is scrutinized. We learn
about anorexics who eventually
become pregnant, about terminally ill patients who refuse treatment. We learn about children and
through all of these characters we
learn more tellingly about
ourselves.
Not every case is solved but
every patient is treated with

hen

BY step
Grosz

respect and immense sensitivity
and sometimes even the most
apparently mundane subjects turn
out to be anything but. I began to
wonder about things I do and ways
in which I react and I think I
understand now why these things
are so. The book made me analyze
myself but constructively.
As one critic said, these stories
are a little like Chekov's short
stories : they are simply brief slices
of Grosz's patients' lives just as
Chekov's stories were illustrations
of moments in time. The reader
never feels voyeuristic and the
author never assumes he is right
about a reaction he may have
towards someone. He questions
himself and we question ourselves
and inbetween times we read very
short very good stories about
fascinating subjects and their
intriguing lives : here are the raw
issues that people bring to therapy
in a form of modern confession.
« The Examined Life » is a very
good very beautifully written book.
It is not in the least like a self help
book but it will certainly help
you...what most sticks in my mind
is what Grosz says about grieving.
He is certain that grief can never
experience closure, that it ebbs
and flows - something with which I
wholly agree. It reminded me that
it is perfectly valid to feel cheated
of someone's presence or long for
them many years after their death.
Grosz allows you to feel, he allows
you to have the feelings you have
and as a result you allow yourself
to heal merely through spending
time with his gentle manner,
simply by absorbing his careful
choice of words...read this book !

Reviewed by Naomi Rivière

the white hotel

This book was loaned to me by one
of the dads at school. At only 240
pages, I didn’t know what to expect.
I read it within two days and it left
me slack-jawed and reeling. It is
excellent. In fact, it could well be one
of the finest novels I have ever read.
The novel begins in 1909, with
the correspondence between a
couple of psychoanalysts, including
Sigmund Freud. The tone is chirpy –
the unconscious is being dragged
into the light and an age of discovery
has been embarked upon with
gusto. Freud is discussing a patient
of his, whose case he wishes to
publish. “What walks in the night
through the labyrinth of the heart,”
he quotes in a letter, warning his
colleague to not be shocked by what
follows.
Next, we are in a poem and then
a dream-like journal. A woman is
staying at the White Hotel and she is
with a lover. Fifty Shades it isn’t. It is
pornographic, sexual and frequently
unbelievable - but it is also beautiful.
Freud’s patient is with Sigmund
Freud’s son. Flowers, stars, roses and
a lake are interwoven in the prose, in
the very experience of the White
Hotel. There are no specific paragraphs with set descriptions – rather,
the wonder of the physical world
erupts all around the lovers like a
meteor shower. But all the eroticism
also takes place against a backdrop
of frequent disaster. A wing of a
hotel burns down. A cable car
breaks, a landslide occurs. And so
on. The lovers watch the mourners
rescue the living and collect the
dead. What does all of this disaster

by dm
thomas

mean, even as the lovers remain and
the hotel staff scurry around, doing
their best?
Finally, we get to meet Freud, who
is analysing the same patient he
wrote of to his friend and colleague.
She has suffered from a lifelong,
occasional pain in her left breast and
pelvis, and Freud wants to find out
why. He is convinced the causes lie
in the unconscious, whereas his
patient is sure the cause must be
physical. Freud, however, persists,
tearing at the tissue of his patient’s
self-deceptions, evasions, and downright lies. Or so he thinks. So how
does any one of us work? Do any of
us really know? Why would a pain
persist and return at key points in a
life? Is it due to a neglectful parent on
one hand, and a dead parent on the
other? Is it due to a childhood
trauma? Is it down to the patient’s
many-layered sexual repressions,
her problems with men, with
intimacy, with marriage?
As the book returns to a more
usual form, with a recognisable
protagonist and narrative, we meet
the patient. She lives in the cultured
world of Eastern Europe, between
world wars. The theatres of Kiev and
Saint Petersburg are the backdrop,
she sings in operas and arrives to
dressing rooms filled with flowers.
She is finally beginning to make
sense of it all, and upon hearing
from Freud, who still wants to
publish her case in his psychoanalytical paper, she writes to him, just to
tie up loose ends.
And then, life changes. The
Einsatzgruppen have arrived in the
Soviet Union. Those who were not
persecuted by Stalin are now vulnerable to the insanity of the Nazis. The
Einsatzgruppen are mobile killing
squads, coupled with the occupying
German army and the SS. Their job
is to liquidate – murder – undesirables such as Jews, gypsies, and
political dissidents. For those of you

who didn’t know, before the Nazis
embarked on the ‘Final Solution’ of
Auschwitz, with its gas chambers
and crematoria, they killed Jewish
people (amongst others) by bullet.
Orders would be posted around
cities such as Kiev, Kaunas and Riga,
demanding that Jews show up with
valuables and warm clothing, ready
for relocation. In reality, they would
be taken to a mass grave, or ravine,
or river – and shot. One by one,
women, children and men. In Babi
Yar, some 34,000 peoples were shot
in two days. Those not killed by gun
wounds would be buried alive,
under the mass of corpses.
Before you shudder, this book
does have a happy ending. It is a
perfect book, really. And Lisa, for
that is the name of our protagonist,
finds out why she suffered from her
pains in the end. She also comes to a
beautiful realisation. It is to do with
the smell of pine and if you read the
book, you will understand. Because,
as the author points out:
The soul of a man is a far country,
which cannot be approached or
explored. Most of the dead were
poor or illiterate. But every single
one of them had dreamed dreams,
seen visions and had amazing experiences, even the babes in arms
(perhaps especially the babes in
arms)...If a Sigmund Freud had been
listening and taking notes from the
time of Adam, he would still not fully
have explored a single group, even a
single person.
A book that encompasses the
beauty, hope and horror of the twentieth century is not to be missed.
Nominated for the Booker Prize in
the same year as Thomas Keneally
won for Schindler’s Ark, this novel is
a hidden masterpiece. You will not
be disappointed. Read this book!

Reviewed by Shazia Bhatti
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french film reviews

by Charlotte Gibson

While Spring is most definitely on its way to being Sprung, it’s still not warm
enough to sit out all night on a terrasse somewhere sipping Tariquet, so you
may as well watch some more telly, and practice your French whilst you’re at it.
Here’s a small list of good French films to get you started.

Le Prénom

Intouchables

2012 • 109 min

2011 • 112 mins

Directors: Alexandre de La
Patellière, Matthieu Delaporte
Starring Patrick Bruel, Valérie
Benguigui, Charles Berling

Written and directed by:
Olivier Nakache, Eric Toledano •
Starring: François Cluzet, Omar
Sy, Anne Le Ny

This is a great film! In typical
French style, almost the
entire film takes place
around a Parisian dinner
table (well, where else,
enfin?), the acting is brilliant.
Vincent, in his early 40's is
about to be a dad for the first
time. He is invited to his sister
and
brother-in-law’s
for
dinner, with Claude, a childhood friend. Whilst waiting
for his eternally-late new wife
Anna to arrive, the others ask
him dozens of questions
about his future fatherhood,
but when they ask him if they
have already chosen a name
for the baby, his reply plunges
everyone into chaos...

After he becomes a quadriplegic from a paragliding
accident, an aristocrat hires
a young man from the
projects to be his caretaker.
Based on a true story, the film
won a Bafta for best film not
in the English language, and
Omar Sy won Best Actor
award in the 2012 César
Awards (French Baftas)

L'auberge
espagnole
2002 • 122 min
Written and Directed by: Cédric
Klapisch • Starring: Romain
Duris, Judith Godrèche, Kelly
Reilly

A must-see for anyone who
was lucky enough to do an
Erasmus year. This film will
bring back happy memories.
A strait-laced French student
(Romain Duris) moves into an
apartment in Barcelona with
a cast of six other students
from all over Europe.
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Bienvenue
chez les Ch'tis
2008 • 106 mins
Written and directed by: Dany
Boon • Starring: Kad Merad, Dany
Boon, Zoé Félix

Although living a comfortable life in Salon-de-Provence, a charming town in
the South of France, Julie has
been feeling depressed for a
while. To please her, her
husband Philippe Abrams, a
post office administrator,
tries to obtain a transfer to a
seaside town, on the French
Riviera. The trouble is that he
is caught red-handed while
trying to scam an inspector.
Philippe
is
immediately
banished to the distant
unheard of town of Bergues,
in the Far North of France.
Leaving his child and wife
behind, the crucified man

leaves for his frightening
destination, a dreadfully cold
place inhabited by harddrinking,
unemployed
rednecks,
speaking
an
incomprehensible
dialect
called Ch'ti. Philippe soon
realizes that all these ideas
were nothing but prejudices
and that Bergues is not synonymous with hell...

Le Diner
des cons
1998 • 80 mins
Written and directed by: Francis
Veber • Starring: Thierry Lhermitte, Jacques Villeret, Francis
Huster

comedy

A french classic (hoping it
hasn’t aged too much!).
Every Wednesday night a
group of friends have a meal
together. There is a game
coupled with the meal: each
of them has to bring an
"idiot". The game consists of
making the idiots talk about
their ideas and passions so
that the hosts can have a
good laugh. At the end they
will choose the "idiot of the
night". One of the hosts has
invited his idiot to his house
so they can go to the dinner
together, but unfortunately
he gets a severe pain in his
back and can't go to the
meal. He has to spend the
whole evening alone at
home with his "idiot".
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Polisse
2011 • 127 mins
Directed by: Maïwenn
Written by: Maïwenn and Emmanuelle Bercot • Stars: Karin Viard,
Joey Starr, Marina Foïs

drama

The daily grind for the cops
of the Police Department's
Juvenile Protection Unit taking in child molesters,
busting underage pickpockets and chewing over relationship issues at lunch; interrogating abusive parents,
taking
statements
from
children, confronting the
excesses of teen sexuality,
enjoying
solidarity
with
colleagues and laughing
uncontrollably at the most
unthinkable
moments.
Knowing the worst exists and
living with it. How do these
cops balance their private
lives and the reality they
confront every working day?
Fred, the group's hypersensitive wild card, is going to
have a hard time facing the
scrutiny of Melissa, a photographer on a Ministry of the
Interior assignment to document the unit.

Le Hérisson
2009 • 100 mins
Written and Directed by: Mona
Achache • Adapted from the
novel by Muriel Barber • Starring:
Josiane Balasko, Garance Le
Guillermic, Togo Igawa

Paloma is a serious and
highly articulate but deeply
bored 11-year-old who has
decided to kill herself on her
12th birthday. Fascinated by
art and philosophy, she questions and documents her life
and
immediate
circle,
drawing trenchant and often
hilarious observations on the
world around her. But as her
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appointment with death
approaches, Paloma finally
meets some kindred spirits in
her building's grumpy janitor
and an enigmatic, elegant
neighbor, both of whom
inspire Paloma to question
her
rather
pessimistic
outlook on life.

De Rouille
et d'Os
2012 • 2h
Directed by: Jacques Audiard
Written by: Jacques Audiard,
Thomas Bidegain • Starring:
Marion Cotillard, Matthias Schoenaerts, Armand Verdure

Ali is from the North of
France. He suddenly finds
himself having to look after
his 5 year old son, Sam, who
he hardly knows. Without his
own home, any money or
friends, Ali stays with his
sister in Antibes who puts
them up and looks after the
boy. After a fight in the nightclub where he works as doorman, he meets Stéphanie. He
is poor, she is beautiful and
sure of herself. Everything
sets them apart. But Stéphanie is a killerwhale trainer in
Marineland (as you do), and
after an accident involving
said killerwhales, she is left in
a wheelchair and without
hope. Ali helps her, and they
start a friendship which
saves them both from the
despair of their situation.
Romantic, if you like quite
unpleasant brute-men. Lots
of people loved this film, so
you might too...

Amour
2012 • 125mins
Written and directed by:
Michael Haneke • Starring:
Jean-Louis Trintignant, Emmanuelle Riva, Isabelle Huppert

Georges and Anne are an
octogenarian couple. They
are cultivated, retired music
teachers. Their daughter,
also a musician, lives in
Britain with her family. One
day, Anne has a stroke, and
the couple's bond of love is
severely tested. This won
2013’s Oscar and Bafta for
best foreign language film.

Irréversible
2002 •97 min
Written and directed by Gaspar
Noé • Starring Monica Bellucci,
Vincent Cassel, Albert Dupontel

We saw this in the cinema,
and probably more than half
of the audience left in a
steady stream throughout
the film... It is the most
harrowing film I have ever
seen and left me feeling sick
for about 3 days... however! If
you like cinematography, the
filming style and directing is
excellent. Events over the
course of one traumatic
night in Paris unfold in
reverse-chronological order
as the beautiful Alex is
brutally raped and beaten by
a stranger in the underpass.
Beware of extremely violent
imagery.
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When I was six years old, my mother
came to find me one afternoon having
answered the front door. I was in the warm
damp wash room in our family home. I
used to hide in there on rainy days at weekends enjoying
the smell of fresh laundry and stroking our cat Fred who
liked to sit in the ceramic sink and purr contentedly. I
wondered about turning the tap on one day to see if he
stayed put but that is another story. For now, like Fred, I
was simply enjoying doing nothing very much.
“Your piano teacher is here” she said.
“I don't have a piano teacher” !
“You do now” !
An old man (Mr. W) came into view. He was wearing a
three piece suit and a black overcoat and from behind the
door he grinned at me. I told mum I did not want a piano
teacher, she said I was being rude and that was that. From
that fateful day on he came every Sunday to teach me «
Here we go up a row » and songs about cats. I like the cat
songs but Mr W did not last long. He used to seek out my
little sister in the garden and offer her from the palm of his
hand different coloured alphabet letters made of sugar. I
was terribly jealous of the affection he paid her and yet
when mum came into the piano room and found Mr W
with his hand on my knee and discovered that he kissed
me every time I got something right, mum was not
jealous, she sacked him.
Piano lessons continued with Mrs Kettle. Her house was
modern and warm and smelled of polish. I enjoyed her
lessons and was found to be musical. I went on to learn
the 'cello and from that moment on I spent my holidays
and Saturdays in various music schools until when school
ran out I ended up as a student in a music college in
London. Although I still passionately disapprove of forcing
lessons on children without warning them beforehand, I
can not, I admit, resent the fact that I was pushed in that
direction as it was proved to be my forté (pun intended).
Just doing music would have been fine but we were
from Oxford and being an Oxford parent in the mid 80s
meant fitting in to the academic background from whence
you came. At the gates everyone discussed their little
darling who was doing this that and the other so to fit in
you put your child through the same motions. By the time
I was eight I went to art school on Saturday mornings
which was before orchestra took over (and I had been «
expelled » from art school - NDR : it was my sister who put
red hand prints all over the wall, not me). We also had a
swimming teacher when I was a small child before my
parents accepted that we would never learn to swim and
filled the pool in to make a tennis court. During the
holidays I went to tennis camp for a week (I hated tennis
and was terrible at it). When I refused to go to this camp
my parents paid the son of the camp's director to come

and teach us at home. He was a young man with bright
red curls who wore camouflage trousers without fail to
every lesson and a beige sun hat. He looked as if he was
going on holiday to some desert location. In fact he would
have looked exactly like an army officer had it not been
for the hair and my suspicions were confirmed when he
made us do press ups every time we missed the ball (at
least I got fit).
My sons have been spared the Oxford bug activity
wise. I started teaching my son to read at four because it
interested me and because I am an English teacher but
although capable he did not want me to and I realized I
had those Oxford seeds nestling deep inside my soul
somewhere. They are not just Oxford seeds however. A
French friend of mine was complaining last year that the
children were learning nothing at school (they were just
four years old and in “moyenne section”). I said it did not
matter...if left to their devices all they really wanted to do
was play with Play Doh. “Exactly” she replied.
My children Arthur and Oscar go to « éveil aquatique »
because the eldest used to be so frightened of water that
he refused to have a bath. Also if living in France I think
one should insist on children being able to swim to the
side (as Helen Saks so informed me very wisely) lest they
should fall – God forbid- into a swimming pool when
unsupervised. So many people have pools in this country.
My five year old also goes to “éveil musicale” after school
on Tuesdays because it really calms him down after the
rigidness of school and I think that music is more than an
opening to culture. It is the key to world peace ! Two activities per child however is as many as I will agree to.
On Wednesdays Arthur and Oscar and I go to the
library together or we go to the river where the boys draw
in the dust or make pretend camp fires with sticks
“Mummy I want to walk like an old man” says the
youngest leaning on a small branch. When we are at
home on these blissful empty canvas days the boys play
with their toys or they listen to story CDs. I parent my
children quite differently from the way in which my
mother parented us. I appreciate her having taken us to
the Pompidou centre in Paris when I was nine to see a
Matisse exhibition and I will never forget some incredible
music masterclasses that I was involved in including one
by the 'cellist Paul Tortelier in Christ Church Cathedral,
Oxford. My love of the arts is all down to her. Sometimes,
however, I really just want to curl up with my children and
watch « Road runner » which for me is just as vital an
education. It is an absolute classic ! Oscar recognized the
Mona Lisa the other day. His brother had borrowed a book
from Kids' Club which was about a little girl called Katie
who loved paintings, one of which was the Mona Lisa. In
the library was another book on paintings and on the
cover was Leonardo Da Vinci's famous lady. It occurred
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(proved to me even) that culture will come anyway but we
will discover it in a different way. I do not have to take my
children to amazing places and stimulate them permanently in order for them to appreciate these things. We do
not have to drown our children in activities. In any case I
do not have the same income as my parents. We need to
let children live a little...to come across things peacefully, in
their own time. They need time to be bored, to think about
things to do without our helping them to find occupation
all the time. They need to experience defeat too. All these
things we fear are bad for our children will actually help
them to flourish.
My sister came to visit us this weekend. She said it must
be exhausting entertaining children every day. I told her to
watch them. They had spent the past ten minutes «
cleaning » up the mud with sticks after the river had
overflowed and then the remainder of the time watching a
worm. Time stood still. I replied that as long as you did not
over-stimulate your children they really would be easier
than you think to entertain! A friend of mine complains

W

hen I was a child, I participated in numerous sporting activities, I think I could
create my own Olympic event. If I didn’t
excel in one, which was most of the time, I
tried another one. I started young in ballet, swimming,
gymnastics, soccer, etc. Swimming was one that I never
got tired of and had natural talent, so that meant I was also
put into swim team, diving class, and even synchronize
swimming. I even had the fancy nose plug! I started
piano lessons at the age of 5 and continued lessons until
age 15 when I didn’t have enough time to continue
lessons. At age 12, I was forced to start a second instrument (I grudgingly chose the flute) and continued until I
got a bad grade. Then, my mom agreed I could take an art
classes at school instead (which I had been begged for two
years to take instead of flute). Additionally, I had a weekly
religion class. In high school, the number of extracurricular
activities could not be long enough and if I had any free time,
volunteering always looked good on a college application.
Looking back, I always enjoyed most of the activities
and I loved staying busy. As I said, I never excelled at one
in particular. My parents wanted to push me in swimming, soccer and piano and they did a little, but I resisted.
If there was pressure from my teachers/coaches, I despised additional pressure from my parents or anyone else. I
did enough for it to be fun for me, but little enough for
anyone to make a big deal out of it. I didn’t want to be
compared to my older sister and I didn’t like being in the
spotlight. Blending in the team is what I preferred. In the
band, playing the flute (which I did despise) I was relieved
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that her daughter is very high maintenance but this child
does dance, judo, swimming and at weekends they take
her to the cinema or to shows. When there is nothing
planned she can not cope. The same day I asked my sister
to watch Arthur staring at a worm, I found him pushing a
marble across a drawing board and trying to make it land
in a rut. I stopped what I was doing and went over to him.
As I lay on my tummy on the carpet so close to him that I
could see deep concentration in his features I thought
about how sometimes just walking across a room we miss
so many opportunities in which to simply « be » with our
children. If I sent my sons to too many activities particularly on a Wednesday not only would it go against my
belief that children need much time in which to choose
their own activities, but it would also mean that I would
miss so many of these priceless moments when no
number of activities would ever compensate for these
magical blank canvas days we spend together.
By Naomi Rivière

to get second chair instead of first.
I think there are important skills to be learned through
sports, art, music etc. Team work, self-discipline, sportsmanship, confidence, time management, creativity,
problem solving, perseverance, accountability, and the list
goes on. I strongly feel extracurricular activities should be
fun and relieve any stress from family or school life, not
add to it. A child should not be in so many activities that
he/she cannot get adequate rest and downtime.
I am grateful for the experiences. I feel like I have
gained so many skills from my activities. I am rarely
afraid to try something new. I still struggle with confidence and do not like to be in the spotlight. I likely will
never win a gold medal in anything, but give it my best
and persevere until I find something new I want to pursue.
Now that I am a mother, it is difficult for me to find that
balance for my child. My daughter, 4 currently has two
activities outside of school, swimming and dance. Last
year, she went to one gym class and was overwhelmed
and she did not want to go back and I don’t regret respecting her feelings. My love for swimming is reflected in her
as I have taken her in the pool with me since she was 3
months. I feel swimming is an important skill to learn, but
if she doesn’t want to pursue it competitively in the future,
I hope I can respect her desires. I will likely encourage her
to try to learn a musical instrument as well as a participate
in team sports in the future, but ensure that she is not
overwhelmed, exhausted or anxious in the face of activities.
By Laura Fox
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KIDS CLUB REVIEW
By Naomi Rivière

L

ast weekend was a Kids' Club weekend. This was
my children's third session and I can see that this
once a month event will be a firm favourite in our
calendar. We still have the rockets they made in
November. I often find they have zoomed into very
unlikely places such as the shelf under the bathroom sink
! LJ is a great teacher. Patient but firm the children respect
her and sit quietly around her listening to her talk about
what they are going to be doing – all that is bar a few
boisterous boys and those more individualist little ones
who prefer a chair to the carpet(!) LJ has taught in UAE, in
Scotland, in a bilingual school in Paris and is now
employed by the British school of Paris. Her skills are
evident to anyone watching her at work during Kids' Club.
She has a natural rapport with the children and every Kids'
Club theme is always part of a seamless string of activities
so that the children learn without knowing that they are
learning and usually through doing.
This Saturday we were looking at colours. I found
myself so interested in the subject that even though I
know that yellow and blue when mixed together make
green, I found myself looking with the children at beautiful
primary coloured inks blending into eachother to form
other colours on a plate and talking about my favourite
colour along with them. Interestingly my son was not the
only boy to choose pink. It reminded me how beautiful
that colour is, how rich, how vibrant. Only one child chose
yellow. It got me thinking about how subjective the love of
a colour is (except having said that when LJ claimed purple
a few children decided that must be worth loving too) !
Having chatted about colours and feeling warmed up to
the subject we were as usual split into three groups. Becky
mans the library every week and this week was reading
“Elmer” the story of the multi-coloured elephant. I was
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helping out on the painting table where we were mixing
primary colours and making pictures of rainbows out of
our concoctions and Jennie was showing the children
how to make colourful little Elmer elephants out of milk
bottle handles using tiny squares of glued on multi-coloured tissue paper (that Jennie spent ages cutting up) !
As usual the organization was faultless. The only thing
that was missing was a hand towel! The children had a
great time painting and sticking and listening to Becky's
story. I actually wanted to sit down and listen to the story
too so soothing was her voice!
When I take my children home at the end of the
morning and they run through the front door to show
“Daddy” what they have done I am always so pleased for
them and so happy that they have found an anglophone
community in our very French set-up. My youngest is not
nearly as bilingual as his elder brother but Kids' Club gets
him into English mode and he absolutely loves coming
home in the car clutching his library book and his craft /
picture. He is so proud and so happy to have achieved
something in so
short a time. Later
that day I had to do
some house work. It
was raining and I
could see that my
three year old was
restless : suddenly
he slumped down
in protest :
“It's boring here.
I want to go back
to Kids' Club”!
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LAURA’S

SPRING RECIPES
steak with
red wine
mushroom
sauce

6 steaks • Olive oil • 8 oz
cremini mushrooms • 4oz
portobello mushrooms • 4 oz
button mushrooms • 1
medium white onion, diced •
2 tbsp garlic, chopped • 2 oz
favorite full body red wine •
24 oz beef broth • 3tbsp
cornstarch • 2oz tomato
paste • 2tbsp Italian seasoning
Season steak with salt and
pepper. Grill or pan sear the
steaks to desired doneness.
Remove from heat and cover
with foil. In a large pan over
medium heat add 2 tbsp oil.
Slice mushrooms; to pan, add
mushrooms, white onion and
garlic, cook until onion
browns.
Add wine and
simmer for 5 minutes. Add
broth and bring to boil. In a
bowl dissolve cornstarch in 1
tbsp cold water. Reduce heat
and slowly add cornstarch to
broth
mixture,
stirring
constanly, until sauce is thick
enough to coat back of
spoon. Add tomato paste,
Italian seasoning and salt and
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pepper; simmer for 10
minutes. Alice steak and top
woth mushroom sauce.

ked black pepper, toss and
serve.

endive salad
oven roasted
carrot salad
with feta
cheese

1/2 kg carrots, peeled and
sliced lengthwise into long
wedges • 2 tbsp olive oil • 1
tbsp red wine vinegar • 1 1/2
tsp honey • Kosher salt and
freshly ground black pepper • 1
1/2 tblsp fresh-squeezed lemon
juice • 2 oz feta, crumbled
Adjust oven rack to lowermiddle position and preheat
oven to 205°C. Line baking
dish with foil and spray olive
oil. Add carrots, olive oil, vinegar, and honey. Season
lightly with salt and generously with pepper and toss
to combine. Transfer to oven
to roast, stirring periodically,
until edges are starting to
roast and carrots are softened but still have some
crunch, about 25 minutes.
Remove from oven, toss with
lemon juice and let cool to
room temperature. Add feta,
season with additional crac-

8 radishes • 4 tangerines • 3
tbsp olive oil • salt • 2 heads
endive, leaves separated • 2
firm, ripe avocados, peeled,
pitted,
and
quartered
lengthwise • Freshly ground
pepper • 1/2 bunch fresh
chives, chopped
Slice the radishes as thinly as
possible. Place a tangerine on
the cutting board and cut off
a little bit from both ends to
create flat surfaces. Set the
tangerine on one of the flat
ends. Using a large, sharp
knife, shave off the peel along
the curve of the fruit.
Squeeze any juices from the
skin into a small bowl and
reserve. Cut slices of the
tangerine saving all the juices
and adding it to the bowl.
Slice all tangerines the same.
Whisk together the tangerine
juice with 2 tablespoons of
the olive oil and a pinch of
salt. Arrange the endives,
radishes,
tangerine
segments, and avocados among
plates.

whole wheat fettuccine • 4
tablespoons olive oil • 3
tablespoons cornstarch • 1
small onion, diced • 3 cloves
garlic, crushed • 450ml crème
légere • 250ml chicken broth •
2 ounces Parmesan cheese • 4
oz Greek yogurt • 6 oz jar
artichoke hearts, drained and
quartered • 2 tablespoons
fresh parsley
Grill chicken thoroughly and
vegetables slightly, chop into
pieces. Cook pasta per package, drain and set aside in
bowl, mix with 2 tbsp olive oil.
Dissolve cornstarch in tbsp
cold water. In a large skillet
over medium heat, cook
2tbsp olive oil, garlic and
onion for a few minutes, add
cream and broth; boil, then
simmer 5 minutes. Mix in _ of
Parmesan cheese and all of
the yogurt, simmer for 3-5
minutes. Remove skillet from
heat, slowly add cornstarch
mixture until sauce is thick
enough to coat the back of a
spoon. On platter, combine
pasta, sauce, chicken, vegetables, parsley and salt and
pepper.

garden
chicken
alfredo
1/2 kg boneless, chicken
breasts • 1 courgette, sliced
lengthwise • 1 red and 1 yellow
bell pepper, sliced • 2 large
mushroom caps • 200g

bon appétit!

FOOD

ORANGE
CHOCOLATE
BISCUIT CAKE
Submitted by Priscilla Deegan

This is easy to make with kids
as you put the biscuits into a
plastic bag and let them crush
them. You don't even have to
bake the cake - just put it put
into the fridge to set. Just a
few things: I made it with the
orange essence and I think it
might be nicer without (it
tasted like Terry’s chocolate
orange). It was very rich so it
might be an option to leave out
the chocolate coating...
300g petit beurre biscuits •
250g mix of dark and milk
chocolate • 100g melted butter
• 1 tsp drinking chocolate • 1/2
tsp orange extract • 1 tin
condensed milk • Topping:
100g melted milk chocolate •
zest of 1/2 an orange
Roughly crush the biscuits in
a bowl. Melt the chocolate,
butter and drinking chocolate together in a large bowl
over a saucepan of simmering water. Remove from the
heat, and then stir in the
orange extract and condensed milk. Pour this chocolate
mixture over the bowl of
biscuits and stir well to combine all the ingredients. Line
a 2lb loaf tin with baking
parchment and spoon the
mixture into it. Place the tin
in the fridge to set for at
least 2 hours. Place on a
serving plate and drizzle
with the melted chocolate
and grate over the zest of
half an orange. The cake will
keep in the fridge for 3 days.

CARMELITAS
10oz caramel • 1/2 cup heavy
cream • 3/4 cup butter,
melted • 3/4 cup brown
sugar, packed • 1 cup flour • 1
cup rolled oats • 1 teaspoon
baking soda • 6 oz
semisweet chocolate chips
or chunks
Preheat oven to 175°C.
Grease or line an 8x8inch
pan. In a mixing bowl, combine melted butter and
brown sugar. Add flour, oats,
and baking soda. Mix until
combined. Divide the cookie
mixture in half and pat half
of the mix into the bottom of
the pan. Bake for 10 minutes
and remove. While baking,
combine the caramels and
heavy cream and stir until
completely smooth. (Can
also be melted in the microwave, just stir after every 30
seconds being careful not to
let it burn.) Remove pan from
the oven and sprinkle chocolate chips/chunks over the
crust. Pour caramel mixture
over the chocolate chips and
crumble remaining cookie
dough on top. Return to oven
and bake for 15-20 minutes
until the edges are lightly
brown. Once removed from
oven allow them to completely cool and the caramel to
set. The caramel is like molten
caramel right out of the oven
and you want to let it cool.
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A

the hunt
for a
slowcooker
By Celia Green

friend recently sent me a recipe for
Pulled Pork. Pulled Pork! The most
delicious porky barbeque taste
known to man. The recipe was intended
for a slow cooker which gave me the perfect excuse to go in search of one,
something I’ve been deliberating for a
while now. I’m not 100% dedicated to the
idea of being a housewife, all the cooking
& cleaning & childcare all day long is kind
of tiresome so a slow cooker seems to me
like a good way to create a meal without
having to spend too long actually cooking. Perfect for a lazy girl like me. So I’ve
done some research, spoken to some
people and this is what I have found:
Firstly a friend mentioned to me
about a Facebook group just for fans of
slow cookers – not kidding! I promptly
joined that and I’ve found there is a whole
new world of cooking out there. I’m
talking putting the food in the slow
cooker at breakfast time and having a
delicious slow roasted meal by dinner
time. But there’s more, these people on
the Facebook group take it to new levels
and I’ve seen pictures and recipes for
cakes, bread, desserts, even whole roast
chickens and lamb joints.

But if I’m going to do spend money then I
like to plan and research it all methodically, or rather the husband likes that I do
that! So I got in touch with my Dad (a long
time subscriber to Which! magazine as
all good Dads should be) and asked him
to dig out any reviews of slow cookers. He
came up trumps and emailed me back
with all the Which Best Buys. I knew I
could count on my Pa! So if you’re looking
for a slow cooker too then this list may
help:
• Crock-Pot Digital Slow Cooker SCCPRC507B
• Morphy Richards Sear and Stew 48702
• Crock-Pot Slow Cooker SCCPQK5025W
• Lakeland Slow Cooker 13662
• Tefal 8in1 Multicook
My decision is to go with the Morphy
Richards Sear & Stew as it is the only one
where I can brown meat inside the slow
cooker which would be great for beef and
sausages, as eliminates the need for
using a separate pan. This means less
washing up, this makes me happy. My
next plan is to go online and get one delivered, make the pulled pork at long last
and devour the sweet and sour barbeque
deliciousness of the southern US!
Here is the recipe I plan on using:

PULLED PORK
• Place the onions and garlic in an even layer in the slow cooker and
pour in the stock or broth • Combine the sugar, chili powder, measured salt, cumin, and cinnamon in a small bowl • Pat the pork dry
with paper towels • Rub the spice mixture all over the pork and
place the meat on top of the onions and garlic • Cover and cook until
the pork is fork tender, about 6 to 8 hours on high or 8 to 10 hours on
INGREDIENTS
low • Turn off the slow cooker and remove the pork to a cutting
• 2 medium yellow onions, thinly sliced
• 4 medium garlic cloves, thinly sliced board. Set a fine-mesh strainer over a medium heatproof bowl. Pour
• 1 cup chicken stock or low-sodium
the onion mixture from the slow cooker through the strainer and
chicken broth
return the solids to the slow cooker. Set the strained liquid aside • If
• 1 tablespoon packed dark brown
the pork has a bone, remove and discard it • Using 2 forks, shred the
sugar
• 1 tablespoon chili powder
meat into bite-sized pieces, discarding any large pieces of fat. Return
• 1 tablespoon kosher salt, plus more the shredded meat to the slow cooker, add the barbecue sauce, if
as needed
using, and mix to combine • If you’re not using barbecue sauce, use
• 1/2 teaspoon ground cumin
• 1/4 teaspoon ground cinnamon
a spoon to skim and discard the fat from the surface of the strained
• 1 (4-1/2- to 5-pound) boneless or
cooking liquid, and then add 1/4 cup of the liquid at a time to the slow
bone-in pork shoulder(also known as
pork butt), twine or netting removed cooker until the pork is just moistened • Taste and season with salt
• 2 cups barbecue sauce (optional)
as needed. I shall let you know how I get on.
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what future for
natural medicine?
By Jennie Taylor

Natural remedies and complementary medicine in general are now
coming under severe pressure from the French establishment. British
naturopath Jennie Taylor gives an overview of the current situation, and
how it impacts all France-based users of natural remedies.

W

hen I first moved to France in the summer
of 2000, I felt like I’d arrived in Shangri-La…
In the UK I had had to order each remedy
and plant tincture from a specialist laboratory – by phone, via a switchboard! I would then have to
wait up to two weeks for the remedy to be made, packaged
and delivered – during which time my poor patient was
obviously getting no relief at all. Here in France,
all I had to do was tell the patient what they
needed to take and how, and they would
pop to their local pharmacy to buy it.
Minimum cost, minimum hassle.
And this is how I’ve continued to
practise in France ever since. Occasionally the medical establishment has
made little side-swipes at complementary therapy via their (very
powerful) political representatives.
For example, the social security
reimbursement of homeopathic remedies
has gradually fallen from 65% in 2003, to 30%
today. But since remedies only cost 2€ apiece
anyway, this hasn’t made much difference to
homeopathy’s popularity. In 2013, 40% of the French
population were using it on a regular basis, and 20,000
pharmacies were supplying homeopathic and herbal remedies.
However, all of that is now under threat. If a current
decision goes through, 75% of our existing 1,500 remedies
will very soon become unavailable. France’s main homeopathic laboratory Boiron – who were bought out by Roche
pharmaceuticals some years ago – claims the discontinuations are due to a European directive. But no other country
in Europe seems to be affected!
What’s more, it has been revealed that Boiron has started
heating all its source substances to 131°C. Needless to say,
this kills off any active property of those remedies that are
made from plants, such as the bruisewort flower used to
make Arnica. As one homeopath put it, it’s like trying to
treat yourself with pot pourri.
And it’s not just homeopathy that’s suffering. Since
January 2013, Boiron has also stopped producing the vast
majority of its herbal tinctures (phytothérapie). Again, they
claim this is to comply with a European directive… that no
other country is following.
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Even vitamin manufacturers are coming under attack.
Solgar, for example – an excellent world-renowned
supplier of high-quality nutrients – has had to relabel its
bottles in France, following a government edict. Instead of
saying “One a day” (as they do in every other country in
the world), they now say “One every 13 days”! Could it be
that they were too effective?!
I’m not a conspiracy theorist by any means, but I’d have
to be extremely naïve to believe that all of this
is pure coincidence. It seems clear that
some very powerful organisms are trying
to eradicate (extremely unprofitable)
natural remedies, so that most people
will have no choice but to use
(extremely profitable) pharmaceutical medicines. And as we all know,
that means having no choice but to
accept the chemical toxicity, side-effects and dependencies that go handin-hand with those same pharmaceutical medicines.
All of which sounds very doom and gloom, but
one thing I do love about France is that the voice of the
people IS respected, and protest is admired rather than
deplored. So if you feel that we as patients deserve the right
to choose how we protect our health, and want to ensure
that we, our children, and our children’s children, continue
to have access to natural remedies, then please sign the
following
Avaaz
petition:
http://www.avaaz.org/fr/petition/Sauvegarde_de_la_medec
ine_homeopathique/?tQCUVdb
As for myself, I have decided that the only way I can
continue as a therapist is to advise all my patients to order
their remedies from overseas – the UK, Belgium, Switzerland and Germany in particular. All these countries have
excellent laboratories that continue to provide a wide range
of high-quality natural remedies, tinctures and supplements that have not been heated to a mush!
And thanks to the internet and modern technology,
ordering them is now quick and simple. For example, my
favourite laboratory Helios (based in London and Tunbridge
Wells) delivers even large orders to France within a few
days of ordering. Their website is at www.helios.co.uk
If anyone would like any further information, please feel
free to contact me at jennietaylor@hotmail.fr.
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LEARNING
TO
SKATE
By Shazia Bhatti
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I

f you look like an idiot and feel like an idiot, maybe
you are an idiot, I mused as I pushed my way along
the stony path. Pushed because it was difficult to
move without falling over the sharp, pointy stones I
had entirely failed to recall when I decided to try skating
along the pedestrian path on the way to the gymnase
overlooking Lac Ramee.
Let me start at the beginning. When I first arrived in
France, it was April. It was around 25 degrees centigrade
and I, of Indian origin but born and raised in the UK,
thought it was boiling, despite the French still being
bedecked in coats and scarves, much to my confusion.
One day, I decided to take my daughter out in her pram
around the lake bang next to where we live. It’s all right,
I thought. I’ll grab a bottle of water at an ice cream van or
something, realising I’d brought the changing bag but
forgotten her bottle.
Hahaha! The pure blue sky had not a cloud and
amidst the dizzying array of cyclists, joggers, skaters and
runners there was not an ice cream van to be seen.
Parched, we eventually got home. What is wrong with
these people, I cursed. Why are there no ice cream vans?
Eighteen months later, we finally began watching French
TV in an effort to acknowledge we weren’t actually in
England albeit with sunshine. Two years later, at home in
the UK over Christmas, I pondered how the British
looked on average a lot paler and about three stone
heavier than the French. I also noticed how there
seemed to be an awful lot of takeouts in Bristol. And
then, three and a half years after our arrival, I bought
myself some skates.
I always had looked at the skaters whizzing around
Lac Ramee with envy. They looked as if they were having
fun. And they were all slim. Hmmm, I thought. Maybe I
could give it a go? So, there I was. Practising skating. I’ve
booked myself a one-on-one tutor. He’s called Sebastien,
and he’s rather cute, in that dark French way. His website
is here. http://www.sebastiencharron.fr/. He tells me the
Italians are brilliant at ice skating and the French at rollerblading. I’ve also joined a Thursday evening class at the
Gymnase Jean Gay in Tournefeuille, with the Patineurs
de Tournefeuille http://lespatineursdetournefeuille.overblog.com/. When I got to my first evening class, I wondered why any of the others were taking lessons. There
they were, whizzing past at five times my speed,
weaving in and out of obstacles, skating backwards,
skating on one leg and so on, ad infinitum. I was reminded of my friend remarking once that the French either
do things very well or not at all. So you see, being seen
gingerly pushing forward on rough tarmac and not
having the excuse of being under ten is not a very
French thing to do. Back to my excursion along the

Ramee.
In response to my embarrassed smile, people either
looked at me as if I’d fallen from the sky in a particularly
irksome bout of hail or they were sweet and encouraging. ‘Bravo!’ said some, particularly the elderly. All in all,
in fact, I find that skating is very good for my French.
I’ve met a lot of people, just randomly. Here are some:
THE MAN WITH THE DOG
The man with the dog got off his mobile where he’d
been chatting at some volume. ‘Bisous!’ he boomed.
This was at the car park of the Ramee. ‘Madame!’ he
called. He hurried over. Almi hid behind me. And then,
he proceeded to very kindly tell me that I really needed
to wear my skates tighter in order to have more control.
Every lace, clasp and strap needed to be as tight as could
be. And I needed to avoid skating when the ground was
wet, particularly as a beginner. I thanked him - as he
was rather kind – and he smiled and went off with his
dog. Almi emerged again from behind me.
THE TRAINEE NURSE AND HER UNCLE
This girl was very nice. In the ‘Aire de Rollers’ at the
Ramee, she offered to help. She told me to flex my
knees more, to keep them as supple as possible. To push
more, with both feet instead of using the leg I feel most
secure on (i.e. I’ve developed the fault of keeping my
right foot on the ground more). She chatted about her
nursing course and about watching open heart surgery
(fine) and a birth (not fine). Her uncle spits tacks about
Francois Hollande’s affair. They are, in fact, so chatty and
friendly, I am late to pick Almi up at school. Oh dear!
THE BUS DRIVER, A FORMER MECHANIC
One Sunday, again at the Ramee, I’m the only person in
the Aire de Roller. And then, a man comes in. I feel a bit
awkward. He whizzes past. Eventually, we get chatting.
He used to be a mechanic, but now is a bus driver. He
comes skating to clear his head. He tells me that the best
way to get up from a fall on your skates is to be a chevalier greeting ‘sa reine’, his queen. i.e. get down on one
knee and push yourself up with the other. He’s a nice guy
and I bump into him again on the day I chose to skate
along an unsuitable path at the Ramee.
The thing is about France is that it has the geology, the
natural features and the weather to enable an awful lot of
sport. The ski stations along the Pyrenees and the Alps
encourage people to ski, sledge and snowboard, and in
general the culture is more ‘sportive’. I have seen whole
families on skates around the Ramee – something I
think it’s fair to say you’d see once in a blue moon in the
UK, if that. So, you know, if you can’t beat ‘em, join ‘em.
And I might miss the pubs and cafes, but I definitely
don’t miss the ice cream vans any more.
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why l
hate
driving!
By Naomi Rivière
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I

hate driving. I used to tolerate it
when I had an old clapped-out
ban ger on which any dent
made the car look better (which
was before the ultimate dent wrote
it off). The car and I would drive
along sharing songs and transporting the odd friend brave enough
to sit in the dust. As we trundled
along the ringroad no passenger
could be heard for the noise of the
car. We sat in a silence that
wasn't(!) but I loved my car. I
always knew when my husband
had arrived home as the diesel
engine would rattle like a tractor's
as he parked outside in the street.
I have always been a nervous
driver. I find it the most unnatural
thing in the world to get into what
most often ressembles a tin can or
worse, a space capsule and then
hurtle oneself along a road at
great speed trying to avoid bumping into anyone else. I have had
three car accidents in twelve years
in France, two of which were my
fault, one of which very definitely
was not. The first accident happened on the ringroad near Purpan. I
was a new mother and Arthur my
eldest child (then a mere two
months old) was sleeping in the
back of the car when I went into
the back of someone. I had sped up
to gather momentum to change
lanes whilst in a queue of traffic (it
made sense at the time) and the
car in front had stopped. We pulled
over and I burst into floods of tears
and
incoherently
repeated
something about having a new
baby. Meanwhile, Arthur (still fast
asleep) had not noticed a thing
and the man, an insurance broker,
calmly filled out his “constat”
(accident form) as if an accident

was something that occurred in his
life on a daily basis. That night he
rang my husband to sort out the
insurance and asked how I was
having doubtlessly found me hysterical.
“There are worse things that
happen in life you know” he said. “I
work for people whose houses
burn down”...
The next crash was last November,
exactly five years later. God knows
why but I did not look right at a
T-junction. I was distracted by
something. Luckily I was alone in
the car as one of the children's
doors folded in and we never
opened their door again! I pride
myself on being a very careful
person safety wise – bar the silly
little mistakes we all make - and
this mistake dented more than the
car. It wrecked any road confidence I had. A car going very fast
from the right slammed into my
car and I can still hear the bang
that came from (in my confused
state of mind at the time) absolutely nowhere. I could not understand the very neat BOOM and assumed I had hit someone. It was very
shocking and very upsetting and
wrote off my faithful banger as well
as the other man's who had a car
even older by the look of it. He managed to uproot a bollard on the
pavement and a number of people
came out of their houses to see
what was going on. I cried all the
way home and once home I poured
out my total disbelief in front of my
children on a rainy winter Sunday
afternoon. They went to the front
door to look at the car outside as
my husband circled it in dismay.
“Oh good, can we have a new
one now” ? asked one of my sons.
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Accident three was the final straw. Last
week I was as usual being extremely
vigilant whilst driving (not surprisingly
so in view of my track record). I noticed
a camper van in the middle of the road
near a massive shopping complex. I had
right of way and yet I did not quite trust
him not to come into my lane. He pulled
out straight in front of me and I did an
emergency stop. Seconds later I felt
someone go into the back of me. I got
out of the car and swore more than I
have ever sworn at any random member
of the public in my life. It was all in French
and my fury totally floored him :
“YOU MAKE ME S** *! THIS IS A NEW
CAR! I TAKE SUCH CARE” !
When I had calmed down I apologized
for my reaction explaining that the noise
of the crash had reminded me of the
time I wrote off my last car, that this one
was new...I evidently frightened him into
total submission. I have never seen a
man quiver before in my presence ! To
make a nice change my husband had
nothing to say to me that evening. The
children have not even noticed the
slightly crumpled bumper that will cost
the other man €2,000 to fix. I have
however.
And I have been wondering whether a
course of driving confidence classes
would help me feel safer as a road user.
At the moment as soon as I reach my
destination I feel happy to be alive
which is a slightly exaggerated reaction
I feel afterall I seemingly have a crash
on average only every four years ! Statistically I should be alright for a while ! I
grip the wheel when anything
approaches me from a side road and
now I have started judging the distance
between the back of my car and the
front of the one behind. Any event that
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upsets you will cause you to pay more
attention to the possibility that that very
set of circumstances could happen
again which can ironically be more dangerous than had you simply continued
as you were before driving wise. I think I
am actually (it may surprise you) quite
a good driver. Everyone has lost concentration at some point, everybody has
slammed on the brakes at one time of
another but as long as I have as little
confidence as I do in a car I believe that
I am in more danger of having another
crash than anyone else I see driving
around.
I am more frightened than ever of
crashing because when we arrive at any
destination these days I am faced with a
well-meaning but very unhelpful little
voice congratulating me for the fact
that I did not have a car accident :
“Well done Mummy ! You didn't crash”!
I can not stop driving and I can not show
my sons how afraid I am of it. Yesterday
I had a job interview and my potential
future boss asked me to give him a lift
somewhere en route when I left his
office. I was in turmoil. He was chatting
away in the front whilst I was trying to
keep control of my car and every other
vehicle on the road (impossible of
course), all this whilst trying to nod and
smile nonchalantly in my new far too
big but very comfortable NISSAN (I
went from tin can to smart business
man 4x4).
So, what will I do to conquer my fear
of driving? I will try reading, I will try hypnosis and I will seek out driving confidence courses. I will refuse to let my
negative past driving experiences
dictate whether or not I should drive.
I will have very simply to get back
behind the wheel again.
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Situated in the village of Le Grès (5 mins from Thil), our innovative
International crèche offers 10 places. Your children will be cared for
in a multilinguistic environment by professionals from France,
England, Spain and Germany.
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of our newsletter?
Do you have an article to contribute
or a topic you would like
to see covered?
Have a problem
for our agony aunt?
A photo you would like to submit
for next issue’s front page?

We’d love to hear
from you.
Your name will only be printed if you
agree to it being printed. By default
you shall remain anonymous
We welcome all submissions, thoughts,
comments, criticisms... :)

Please get in touch!

timeoutinthesouth@gmail.com
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